Research Computing and Networking Advisory (RCNA)
December 11, 2014
Aldrich Hall 107
1:00 to 2:30 p.m.

Agenda

1. Review RCNA Charge and Goals – Dana Roode, OIT
   a. FASRC recommendations
   b. Improving visibility of Research IT needs
   c. UC System-wide CIO/VCR meeting in March 2015

2. UCI LightPath Update – Jessica Yu, OIT
   a. Status of connected PIs, initial performance results
   b. Next steps
   c. Connection Policy

3. Cloud Storage for Research Users – Harry Mangalam, OIT
   a. Usage Strategies, Usability, Performance and Price
      i. UCLA CASS service
      ii. Commercial services (Amazon, DropBox, etc.)
   b. Faculty Use Pilot

4. The DASH Project – Dan Tsang, UCI Libraries

5. HPC Funding Proposal – Allen Schiano, OIT
   a. HPC Cluster Operational Budget
   b. Need for Additional Staffing
   c. Draft funding proposals
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